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Abstract 
The combined effect of magnetic field, thermal radiation and local suction on 
the steady turbulent compressible boundary layer flow with adverse pressure 
gradient is numerically studied. The magnetic field is constant and applied 
transversely to the direction of the flow. The fluid is subjected to a localized 
suction and is considered as a radiative optically thin gray fluid. The Reynolds 
Averaged Boundary Layer (RABL) equations with appropriate boundary con-
ditions are transformed using the compressible Falkner Skan transformation. 
The nonlinear and coupled system of partial differential equations (PDEs) is 
solved using the Keller box method. For the eddy-kinematic viscosity the 
Baldwin Lomax turbulent model and for the turbulent Prandtl number the 
extended Kays Crawford model are used. The numerical results show that the 
flow field can be controlled by the combined effect of the applied magnetic 
field, thermal radiation, and localized suction, moving the separation point, 

sx , downstream towards the plate’s end, and increasing total drag, D . The 
combined effect of thermal radiation and magnetic field has a cooling effect 
on the fluid at the wall vicinity. The combined effect has a greater influence in 
the case of high free-stream temperature. 
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1. Introduction 

The idea of controlling the boundary layer flow of an electrically conducting 
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fluid by electromagnetic forces dates back to the 60 s. Rossow was one of the first 
who studied the incompressible boundary layer flow over a flat plate in the 
presence of a uniform magnetic field applied normal to the plate [1]. Bleviss stu-
died the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effects on hypersonic Couette flow un-
der the influence of an externally imposed uniform magnetic field, normal to the 
wall [2]. 

Recently, the influence of a magnetic field on the flow field has attracted new 
attention as a control technique for turbulent boundary layers. The magnetic 
field delays transition from laminar to turbulent flow and separation of the tur-
bulent boundary layer. Transition delay results in a substantial skin friction re-
duction, since turbulent skin friction is orders of magnitude larger than the la-
minar one [3]. Delay of separation also reduces skin friction, because the separa-
tion phenomenon entails large energy losses [4]. In high Mach number MHD 
flows, the gas can become weakly ionized either by viscous heating at high tem-
peratures or by artificially generated plasma at lower temperatures [5]. To obtain 
an acceptable value for the electrical conductivity of the fluid, seeding of an ion 
in the flow field has to take place [6]. Using the direct exhaust from a combus-
tion process, the electrical conductivity is not zero and no seeding is required. 
Additionally, using short duration, high repetition rate, and high voltage pulses a 
cold supersonic gas can be ionized [7]. 

The MHD laminar flow in the presence of radiation has been explored by sev-
eral researchers. Israel-Cookey et al. studied the influence of viscous dissipation 
and radiation on the problem of unsteady MHD free-convection incompressible 
flow past an infinite vertical heated plate in an optically thin environment with 
time-dependent suction [8]. Siddheshwar and Mahabaleswar have studied the 
effects of radiation and heat source on the MHD viscoelastic flow [9]. Another 
study deals with the steady MHD flow of an incompressible second grade fluid 
past a semi-infinite fixed plate and provides approximate analytical solutions 
using the homotopy analysis method (HAM) [10]. The problem of a compressi-
ble turbulent boundary layer, under the influence of an applied magnetic field, is 
an important problem [11] [12] [13] [14] that becomes more interesting if the 
effect of an adverse pressure gradient is taken into consideration. 

Thermal radiation has also significant effects on the flow field, especially at 
high temperatures with important engineering applications. Free convective la-
minar flow in the presence of radiation has been studied by Ali et al. [15], Raptis 
and Toki [16] and Raptis and Perdikis [17]. Thermal radiation of an optically 
thin gray fluid has been studied in several incompressible flow configurations 
[18] [19]. Others have studied radiation effects on flow past a stretching plate 
with temperature dependent viscosity [20]. The interaction of thermal radiation 
on a vertical oscillating plate and the effect of radiation on a moving vertical 
plate have been studied by Muthucumaraswamy and Chandrakala [21] [22]. 

Although many studies exist on the radiation effects on laminar incompressi-
ble flows, the study of MHD, compressible, and turbulent boundary layer flow 
under the influence of thermal radiation and adverse pressure gradient has re-
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ceived little attention. Anghaie and Chen, present a computational model for 
convective and radiative heat transfer in high temperature gas cooled and ga-
seous fuel nuclear reactors. Their model considers the turbulent and compressi-
ble flow under the effect of radiation in a large range of temperatures [23]. Their 
results are compared with experimentally based correlations, showing a good 
agreement. Duan et al. have studied the emission turbulence-radiation interac-
tion in hypersonic boundary layer flows [24] [25]. In this study, when emission 
is coupled to the flow, the temperature is drastically decreased in the turbulent 
layer. Miroshnichenko et al. have performed a detailed numerical analysis of 
complex heat transfer (turbulent natural convection, conduction and surface 
thermal radiation) in a rectangular enclosure [26] [27]. In their analysis they 
concluded that the effect of thermal radiation leads to heat transfer enhance-
ment. An essential cooling of the internal volume was found with an increase in 
the thermal conductivity ratio [27]. Kim and Baek studied the compressible tur-
bulent flow over a backward facing step, showing that thermal behavior is influ-
enced by radiation and the fluid is heated faster. Furthermore, the reattachment 
length of the recirculation area at the backward step is shrunk due to reduced 
adverse pressure gradient and the radiative heat flux was found to play a role in 
the recirculating zone [28]. 

The subject of flow separation and stability analysis of compressible trailing 
edge flows has attracted enormous interest in aerodynamics. Turkyilmazoglu, in 
a theoretical study, has analyzed the structure of the lower branch neutral stabil-
ity modes of three-dimensional small disturbances imposed on the compressible 
boundary layer flow due to a rotating-disk [29]. This study showed that the wave 
number and the orientation of the compressible lower branch modes are go-
verned by an eigenrelation for the compressible stationary modes. The nonpa-
rallel influences tend to destabilize all the modes, though wall insulation and 
heating have a stabilizing effect on the modes in the vicinity of the stationary 
mode, unlike wall cooling. Additional numerical studies reveal that separation is 
enhanced as the relative thickness of the airfoil gets bigger and that the overall 
effect of compressibility is to reduce the extent of absolute instability at higher 
Mach numbers. The effect of wall heating is to enhance the absolute instability 
properties. On the other hand, cooling the wall greatly decreases the region of 
absolute instability regime for the studied Mach number range [30] [31]. 

Prevention of flow separation is a challenging task, applicable to several engi-
neering problems. Many passive and active techniques have been developed for 
the prevention of flow separation [32]. Fluid suction and injection have often 
been used as an active aerodynamic flow control technique to prevent turbulent 
flow separation. The combination of suction and injection is one of the most ef-
fective techniques for boundary layer control [33]. The response of the turbulent 
boundary layer under intense wall suction throughout the wall and under loca-
lized wall suction was studied by Oyewola et al. [34] and Kafoussias and Xenos 
[35], respectively. The combined influence of localized injection and localized 
suction retains the boundary layer flow, reducing skin friction [36]. Heating or 
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cooling of the wall is another mean of boundary layer control [37]. 
The goal of this work is the numerical study of the combined effect of the 

magnetic field, thermal radiation and localized suction on the compressible tur-
bulent boundary layer flow, over a permeable flat plate, in the presence of an 
adverse pressure gradient. The magnetic field is considered constant and applied 
to the whole length of the plate. In this study the localized suction, applied to the 
region of the separation point, is examined. The boundary layer flow is consi-
dered turbulent. The electrical conductivity of the fluid is varying with the tem-
perature. The obtained results show that magnetic field, thermal radiation, and 
local suction influence the flow field and that the separation point is moved 
downstream to the end of the plate, rendering the above applications as possible 
flow control techniques. 

2. Mathematical Formulation 

We consider the steady two-dimensional compressible turbulent boundary layer 
flow over a smooth and permeable surface. The fluid is a gray, absorbing- 
emitting radiation, but a non-scattering, medium. It is considered an electrically 
and heat conducting perfect gas. The plate is an electrical insulator and a 
magnetic field of uniform strength is applied transversely to the direction of the 
flow. The magnetic field is assumed to be fixed with respect to the plate and the 
magnetic Reynolds number of the flow is small so that the induced magnetic 
field can be neglected [38]. Since no external electric field is applied and the 
effect of polarization of the ionized fluid is negligible [39], the electric field is 
equal to zero. In a Cartesian coordinate system the flat surface is located at, 

0,0y x L= ≤ ≤ , where L  is the length of the plate and is parallel to the free- 
stream of the gas flowing with velocity, u∞ , in the positive x -direction (Figure 
1). The equations governing the flow are the RABL equations which can be 
written for the MHD case under the effect of radiation, in Cartesian coordinates, 
as [35] [37]: 

Continuity equation  

( ) ( ) 0,u u
x y
ρ ρ ρυ ρ υ∂ ∂′ ′ ′ ′+ + + =

∂ ∂
                (1) 

 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of the boundary layer flow above the flat plate under 
adverse pressure gradient. 

Radiation effect

Edge (e)

Free-stream

suction velocity 

Magnetic field
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x -momentum equation  

( ) ( ) ( ) 2
0 ,u u p uu u u u B u

x y x y y
ρ ρ ρυ ρ υ µ ρ υ ρ υ σ

 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′+ + + = − + − + − ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
 (2) 

y -momentum equation  

0,p
y
∂

=
∂

                           (3) 

energy equation  

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
2

22 3
0 16 .

p p p

e e

T T Tc u u k c T c T
x y y y

p uu B u u T T T
x y

ρ ρ ρυ ρ υ ρ υ ρ υ

µ σ α σ∗

   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′ ′+ + + = − −   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   

 ∂ ∂ ′+ + + + − − ∂ ∂ 

  (4) 

In the above equations we have replaced the instantaneous quantities f , by 
the sum of their mean value, f , and fluctuating parts, f ′ . The last term in 
Equation (2) is the Lorentz force, whereas the term before the last in (4) is the 
Joule-heating term. These terms are presented in the x -momentum and energy 
equations when a magnetic field is applied in the flow field. The last term in (4) 
is the local radiant for the case of an optically thin gray fluid [20], where α∗ , is 
the absorption coefficient of the fluid and σ , is the Stefan-Boltzman constant 
[18]. In the absence of a magnetic field and thermal radiation the above equa- 
tions are reduced to the usual turbulent boundary layer flow equations [35] [37]. 
Using the Bernoulli equation, for the case of MHD flow [40], the term in the x
-momentum equation can be substituted by, 

2
0

dd ,
d d

e
e e e

up u B u
x x

ρ σ− = +                      (5) 

where the subscript, e , refers to the conditions at the edge of the boundary 
layer. Defining the eddy kinematic viscosity, mε , and turbulent Prandtl number, 
Prt  the equations describing the problem can be written as [35], 

( ) ( ) 0,u
x y
ρ ρυ∂ ∂

+ =
∂ ∂

                      (6) 

( ) ( )2
0

d ,
d

e
e e m e

uu u uu u B u u
x y x y y

ρ ρυ ρ µ ρε σ
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂

+ = + + − − ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 
     (7) 

3 2 2

1 11 1
Pr Pr Pr Pr

16
   ,

2

m
m

t t

e e
e

p

H H H uu u
x y y y y

T u u
H H

c

εµρ ρυ ρ µ ρε

α σ∗

     ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  + = + + − + −      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂        
 −

− − − 
 

 (8) 

and the boundary conditions are, 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

0: 0, , ,
: , ,

w w

e e

y u x H H x
y u u x H H x

υ υ
δ

= = = =
= = =

                (9) 

where δ , is a distance sufficiently far away from the wall, where the u , velocity 
and total enthalpy, H , reach their free-stream values and ( )w xυ , is the mass 
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transfer velocity at the wall. The above system of equations, Equations (6)-(8), 
with the boundary conditions, Equation (9), consist a coupled and nonlinear 
system of PDEs. In order to numerically solve the system of PDEs, the com- 
pressible version of the Falkner Skan transformation is introduced [37],  

( ) ( )
( )

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 2
1 2

0

,
, d ,  , , ,

y e
e e e

e e

u x x y
x y y x y u x f x

x x x
ρ

η ψ ρ µ η
ν ρ
 

= =  
 

∫   (10) 

where ( ),f x y , is the dimensionless stream function. Using the definition of 
the stream function ψ , for a compressible flow, that satisfies the continuity 
Equation (6), and defining the dimensionless total energy ratio S  as eH H  
the system of the PDEs, Equations (6)-(8), with the boundary conditions, Equa- 
tion (9), become: 

( ) ( ) ( )2
1 2 3 1 ,f fbf m ff m c f x m f f f

x x
′∂ ∂ ′  ′′ ′′ ′ ′ ′ ′′+ + − = − + −   ∂ ∂ 

     (11) 

( ) ( )
2

1  1 1 ,
2

e

e

uS feS df f m f S x f S R S f
x x H

   ∂ ∂  ′′ ′ ′′ ′ ′ ′ ′+ + = − + − − −    ∂ ∂      
  (12) 

( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )1 2 0

10 : 0,  , 0 d ,  , 0 ,

: 1,  1,

x
w w w w

e e e

e

f f x x x x S S x
u x

f S

η ρ υ
µ ρ

η η

′= = = − =

′= = =

∫   (13) 

where eη , is the dimensionless thickness of the boundary layer. Primes denote 
partial differentiation with respect to η . The quantities b , d , e , 1m , 2m , 

3m , R , etc. are defined as follows: 

( )
( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )
( )

( )
( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

2

1 2 2

20
3 0 0

, ,
, , 1 ,

,

1 1 Pr1 1 , 1 ,
Pr Pr Pr Pr

, ,
,

d1 d1 , ,
2 d d

16
, ,

e
m

e e

e
m m

e t t

em
m x

e

e
e e

e e e

e e

x x x
c C b C

x x x

Cu x Cd e
H x

u x x
R

x x

u xx xm m m
x x x u x x

m c T
m m B R

u

ρ ρ η µ η
ε

ρ η ρ µ

ε ε

ε
ε

ν η ν

ρ µ
ρ µ

α σ
σ

ρ

+

+ +

+

∗

= = = +

     = − + − = +     
      

= =

 
= + + = 

  

= = =
3

.e

e p

x
u cρ

     (14) 

The problem under consideration is described by the system of Equations (11) 
and (12), subjected to the boundary conditions (13), where the coefficients 
entering into the equations are defined by the expressions (14). The coefficients 

1m , 2m , are the pressure gradient parameters whereas the coefficients 3m  and 
R , are the magnetic parameter and the radiation parameter. 

3. Baldwin Lomax Model and Turbulent Prandtl Number 

In this study an algebraic turbulent model, Baldwin Lomax model (B-L), for the 
calculation of the eddy-viscosity and a mathematical model for the turbulent 
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Prandtl number are employed. The B-L is an algebraic model that treats the 
turbulent boundary layer as a composite layer consisting of inner and outer 
regions. For the inner region the Prandtl-Van Driest formulation is used. For the 
outer region, Baldwin and Lomax introduced a formulation that replaces the 
Clauser formulation of the Cebeci Smith model, avoiding the necessity for 
finding the boundary layer edge [35] [41]. 

The B-L turbulent model was developed for use in multi-dimensional Navier- 
Stokes codes and the results are in good agreement with the experimental data 
[42] [43]. Many researchers have opted the B-L algebraic model for its simplicity, 
although many modifications to its basic form have been employed [44]. Here, in 
order to study the mass transfer through the plate, we didn’t consider the 
“damping-length” parameter A+  as a constant, but as a function of the local 
density and viscosity values [35] [37]. 

In this study a modification of the extended Kays and Crawford model is used 
[45]. The turbulent Prandtl number, Prt , in the adopted relationship can be 
used for all molecular Prandtl numbers. More details about this model can be 
found elsewhere [35] [46]. 

4. Numerical Solution 

In order to study the combined effect of an applied magnetic field, thermal 
radiation, and localized suction on the flow field a numerical scheme must be 
applied. The numerical scheme used to solve the parabolic system of PDEs, 
Equations (11)-(14), is a version of the Keller box method described in [35] [37] 
[47] [48]. The scheme is unconditionally stable, and second-order accuracy is 
achieved with nonuniform x  and η  spacing [49]. The governing equations 
are written as a first-order system and derivatives of the unknown functions 
( ),f x η , ( ),S x η  with respect to η  are introduced as new functions. Using 

central-difference derivatives for the unknown functions at the midpoints of the 
net rectangle, the resulting difference equations are implicit and nonlinear. The 
box-differencing scheme with Newton linearization is then applied to the first- 
order equations, giving rise to a block tridiagonal system, which is solved by the 
block elimination method [50]. 

The free-stream values for the viscosity µ∞ , velocity u∞ , density ρ∞  and 
total enthalpy H∞ , are calculated from the formulas introduced in [35] [37]. 
For the case analyzed in this study, cooling of the wall, the dimensionless total 
enthalpy on the wall is considered, 1wS < . For determining the specific heat 
under constant pressure pc , Prandtl number Pr , and density ρ  of the fluid 
for temperatures varying from 100 to 2500 K, an interpolation formula is used. 
The data for pc , Pr , and ρ , were taken from tables [37]. The values of each 
quantity for every value of temperature is calculated by the successive linear 
interpolation approach to high degree Lagrangian interpolation. This algorithm 
was selected because it is numerically stable, theoretically equivalent to the 
Aitken’s algorithm but more efficient from a computational point of view [46] 
[51]. 
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In this study we apply a localized suction/injection velocity to a small slot over 
the plate near the separation point. To examine the influence of local suction we 
apply a Gaussian distribution [35] [46] [52]. To show the effect of the adverse 
pressure gradient on the flow field, we consider the linearly retarded flow, 
known as Howarth flow [35] [48]. For the numerical calculations, the length L , 
was taken equal to 8 m. To study the effect of thermal radiation, a specific value 
of the dimensionless radiation parameter was chosen, 60.2 10R −= × . 

In MHD boundary layer problems the parameter 3m  in Equation (14) is 
called “magnetic parameter”. This parameter represents the influence of the 
applied magnetic field on the flow field. The parameter 0m  is the product of 
electrical conductivity, σ , and the square of the intensity, 0B , of the magnetic 
field which acts normal to the plate and the flow. The magnetic field is applied to 
the whole length of the plate. Electrical conductivity is also calculated from a 
relation introduced in [53] and later used in [46]. We have also introduced a 
parameter that accounts for seeding of an ion in the flow field or for other 
non-equilibrium ionization methods [3] [6] [7] [54]. 

The developed numerical code was examined for grid independence [46]. A 
computational grid of 801 × 61 is sufficient to provide accurate numerical results 
by comparing the separation point, total drag and the maximum temperature for 
different grid realizations. For the numerical solution of the equations describing 
the problem a numerical program was developed in FORTRAN 90 [35] [46] [54]. 

5. Results and Discussion 

The most important parameters for engineering applications are the skin friction 
coefficient, 

x
Cf , the local Stanton number, xSt , for the cases of a heating or 

cooling wall, and the total drag, D , on the plate, defined per unit width of the 
plate [54]. To show the combined effect of an applied magnetic field, thermal 
radiation and local suction velocity on the compressible boundary layer flow we 
study these three parameters, written as [35]: 

( )
*

2
0

2
, , 1, d ,

Pr 1 Rex

xw w w w w
w x w e e

x x w x

C C S C f
Cf f St S D u x

R R S
ρ

′ ′′
′′= = ≠ =

− ∫    (15) 

where ( ), 0wf f x′′ ′′=  is the dimensionless wall shear parameter, ( ), 0wS S x′ ′=  
is the dimensionless wall heat-transfer parameter, w w eS H H=  is the dimen- 
sionless total enthalpy ratio on the wall, and w w w e eC ρ µ ρ µ=  is a function of 
x . The wall is cooled, 1wS < , and the Mach number is, inf 1.5M =  or higher, 
supersonic flow. 

Table 1 shows that the combined effect (magnetic field, thermal radiation, 
local suction) substantially influences the compressible boundary layer flow, by 
moving the separation point downstream, towards the end of the plate, and by 
increasing total drag for all studied Mach numbers. Thermal boundary layer is 
also influenced by the combined effect, with the maximum temperature being 
slightly increased compared to the control case (no MHD, no radiation, no local 
suction). The combination of the magnetic field, radiation, and local suction is 
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more effective when the free-stream temperature is high due to the fact that both 
the magnetic field and the thermal radiation play a significant role in this case 
( )inf 500 KT =  compared to the case of low free-stream temperature [46]. 

Figure 2 shows that at high free-stream temperature ( )inf 500 KT = , the  
 

Table 1. Numerical results for the cases of no MHD/radiation/suction and the combined 
effect of MHD, local suction, and thermal radiation, for different Mach numbers. The 
separation point, ( )sx m , the total drag, ( )D N , and the maximum temperature, ( )maxT K , 

are reported for each case. B-L turbulence model, 1wS < , cooling wall, and free-stream 
temperature, inf 500 KT = . 

Mach No. Indices No MHD/rad./suc. Combined effect 

1.5 
sx  5.3966 6.0662 

D  1305.1 1450.9 

maxT  701.1 711.8 

2.0 
sx  5.5865 6.0312 

D  2832.1 3119.0 

maxT  863.4 875.6 

2.5 
sx  5.7764 6.1211 

D  5809.1 6387.6 

maxT  1076.5 1090.3 

3.0 
sx  5.9613 6.2461 

D  11,578.6 12,741.9 

maxT  1341.3 1356.5 

 

 
Figure 2. (a) Skin friction coefficient for two free-stream temperatures, inf 300 KT =  and 500 K. (b) Local Stanton number for 
two free-stream temperatures, for all cases Mach number, inf 1.5M = , and the wall is cooled, 1wS < . 
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combined effect substantially influences the skin friction coefficient, 
x

Cf , and 
the local Stanton number, xSt , compared to low free-stream temperature 
( )inf 300 KT = , where the combined effect has little influence on these para- 
meters. Overall, both parameters, 

x
Cf  and xSt , increase with the combined 

effect but this increase is more evident at high free-stream temperatures. 
The developed numerical code was validated with other published computa- 

tional results and with experimentally based correlations, showing a good 
agreement for the case of radiation. More precisely, a comparison with previous 
computational studies and with experimentally based correlations for a specific 
problem setup is performed. In this problem, the wall is considered at a steady 
temperature of 1600 K and the temperature of the free stream is specified at 2000 
K, which is a typical design temperature at the core inlet of a gaseous core 
reactor system [23] [55]. Additionally, the compressible turbulent results (con- 
trol case without radiation and magnetic field) have been validated and are in 
good qualitative agreement with previous studies [35] [37]. 

It is also important to examine the dimensional quantities of the problem 
under consideration, such as the dimensional velocity and the dimensional 
temperature. The study of these two dimensional quantities provide a clear 
image of the shape of the boundary layer under adverse pressure gradient which 
is very different from the shape of the boundary layer with no pressure gradient. 
Figure 3, reveals the shape of the boundary layer under adverse pressure 
gradient for the case of cooling wall, 1wS < , and Mach number, inf 2.0M = . It 
is observed that the combined effect (magnetic field, thermal radiation, local 
suction) retards separation of the boundary layer, by moving the separation 
point downstream to the end of the plate and by increasing total drag. A 
significant cooling effect of the thermal boundary layer close to the separation 
area is observed. This cooling effect is mainly due to the radiation effect, as 
reported in previous studies [24] [25] [26] [27]. In the current study (Figure 3),  
 

 
Figure 3. (a) Velocity arrows in the boundary layer for the control case (above) and the MHD with radiation and local suction 
case (below). (b) Temperature contours in the boundary layer for the control and combined effect cases, for all cases Mach 
number, inf 2.0M = , the wall is cooled, 1wS <  and the free-stream temperature, inf 500 KT = . 
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the maximum temperature increases by 12.2 K (1.5% increase), whereas the 
temperature decrease (cooling effect) in the boundary layer, close to the wall, is 
124 K (17.5% decrease). 

6. Conclusions 

The combined effect of magnetic field, thermal radiation, and local suction on 
the steady turbulent compressible boundary layer flow with adverse pressure 
gradient is numerically studied. The magnetic field is constant and applied 
transversely to the direction of the flow. The fluid is subjected to a localized 
suction and is considered as a radiative optically thin gray fluid. The RABL 
equations with appropriate boundary conditions are transformed using the 
compressible Falkner Skan transformation. The nonlinear and coupled system of 
PDEs is solved using the Keller box method. For the eddy-kinematic viscosity, 
the B-L turbulent model is used. For the turbulent Prandtl number, the extended 
Kays Crawford model is used. 

The numerical results show that the combined effect of the magnetic field, 
thermal radiation, and local suction substantially influences the turbulent boun- 
dary layer, by shifting the separation point downstream to the end of the plate, 
and increasing total drag. The magnetic field has a greater influence on the flow 
field in the case of high free-stream temperature. Additionally, the influence of 
the magnetic field, thermal radiation, and local suction on the thermal boundary 
layer is significant. The combination of these boundary layer control techniques 
has a cooling effect on the fluid at the wall vicinity. 
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